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Abstract
In the current study, we propose and evaluate a new method
for automatic intonational phrase break prediction based on
sequences of parts-of-speech and word junctures. The
proposed method uses decision trees to estimate the
probability of a word juncture type (break or non-break) given
a finite length window of part-of-speech values, and uses an
n-gram to model the word juncture sequence. Trained on an
8,000 word database, our algorithm predicted breaks with
F=77% and non-breaks with F=93%, which represents a
significant improvement over the commonly used approach,
which uses decision trees alone.

1. Introduction
Intonational phrase break prediction is an important step in
text-to-speech synthesis, leading to prediction of prosodic
boundaries. The information borne in phrase breaks is crucial
to both intonation and duration modeling.
In the past, rule-based and stochastic approaches to phrase
break prediction have been proposed. The rule-based
approach is predicated on the correlation between prosodic
boundaries and syntactic structure, and requires sets of
heuristic rules written by linguistic experts. The stochastic
approach to phrase break prediction, based on decision trees
or Markov models, requires labeled training data but is less
dependent on the art of heuristic rule writing.
There have been several studies of stochastic phrase break
prediction for text-to-speech systems [5][6][8][10], which
employ algorithms such as classification and regression trees
(CART) [1], Markov models, etc. The features that have
previously been used in phrase-break prediction include partof-speech (POS), pitch accent, syntactic structure, duration,
etc. It has been argued (e.g. in [8]) that some of these features,
such as pitch accent, would not be available to a text-tospeech system at the time of phrase-break prediction.
However, POS has proved to be an effective yet easily
derived feature to predict phrase breaks.
In the present study, we propose a new method to predict
intonational phrase breaks, which combines a decision tree
and an n-gram model. Using a POS window as input feature,
we employ a decision tree to obtain the probability
distribution of word juncture type, i.e., break or non-break, at
each location, and build an n-gram model upon the sequence
of word junctures. The optimal word juncture sequence is
determined by the Viterbi algorithm. Note that the n-gram
model describes a priori probability of a word juncture
sequence, which has also been used in Taylor and Black [8].
This approach reflects an assumption that a particular juncture

type, i.e., break or non-break, is determined not only by POS
but also by adjacent junctures.

2. The basic model
Our approach to predicting intonational phrase breaks from a
sequence of part-of-speech tags is similar to the problem of
HMM based part-of-speech tagging [3], in that we want to
find the sequence of junctures j1, n which maximizes the
conditional probability:
P( j1,n | C1,n )
where C1, n denotes a POS window (a fixed-length sequence
of POS tags).
Thus, we define:
J (C1, n ) = arg max
j1, n

P( j1, n , C1, n )

(1)

P(C1, n )

= arg max P ( j1,n , C1, n )
j1,n

(2)

We ignore P(C1,n ) here as it is constant for all j1, n .
Using Bayes’ rule, we have:
P( j1, n , C1,n ) = P(C n | j1, n , C1, n −1 )
P( jn | j1,n −1, C1,n −1) P ( j1, n −1, C1, n −1 )

(3)

n

∏ P(C | j

= P( j1 , C1 )

i

1,i , C1,i −1 ) P( j i

| j1,i −1 , C1,i −1 )

(4)

i =2

n

=

∏ P (C

i

(5)

| j1,i , C1,i −1 ) P( j i | j1,i −1 , C1,i −1 )

i =1

(We define the terms P( j1, 0 , C1, 0 ) = 1.0 ,

j i = j i,i , and

C i = C i ,i in order to simplify our notation.)
Thus, with the Markov assumption, we can have:
P(C i | j1,i , C1,i −1 ) = P(C i | j1,i )

(6)

P( j i | j1,i −1 , C1,i −1 ) = P( j i | j1,i −1 )

(7)

where we assume the probability of POS window Ci depends
on a juncture sequence, and the probability of a given
juncture depends only on the preceding junctures. To simplify
the problem, we make further assumptions: the probability of
a POS window Ci depends only on its current juncture ji, and
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the probability of a juncture only depends on the k preceding
junctures. This is known as Markov Model of k-th order.
Therefore, we have:
P( j1, n , C1, n ) =

n

P(C i | ji ) P( ji | ji − k ... ji −1 )
∏
i =1

(8)

By using Bayes’ rule again, we have
P(C i | j i ) =

P (C i ) P ( j i | C i )
P( j i )

(9)

Here again, we ignore the term P (C i ) , and the final formula
is:
P( j1, n , C1, n ) =

n

∏
i =1

P( j i | C i )
P( j i | j i − k ... j i −1 )
P( j i )

(10)

Where P ( j i | C i ) can be estimated by a maximum likelihood
procedure (as in [8]) or via a decision tree derived by the
CART training procedure [1] (as in the current work). P ( j i )
can be estimated by counting the frequency of occurrence of
each juncture type. P ( j i | j i − k ... j i −1 ) is the n-gram model of
juncture sequences. The optimal sequence of word juncture
values may be determined from these probabilities via the
Viterbi algorithm. The current algorithm is similar to that of
Taylor and Black [8]. However, it differs in the method of
estimating the probability of a juncture type given the part-ofspeech window, i.e., P ( j i | C i ) . Taylor and Black [8] relied
on frequency counting statistics, whereas we use decision
trees, which give better performance and enable the
incorporation of information from diverse features.

3. Corpus and evaluation
Training and testing data were taken from Boston University
Radio Speech Corpus [2], speaker F2B. The database, which
consists of 34 news stories read by a female professional
announcer, is labeled using the ToBI [7] labeling system, as
follows.
The phrase break label files contain break indices ranging
from 0 to 4, where the larger number represents a higher
degree of de-coupling between each pair of words.
Specifically, break index 4 refers to intonational phrase
boundary, also major break; 3 refers to intermediate phrase
boundary, also minor break; 0-2 are generally regarded as
non-breaks. In the present study, we only treat intonational
phrase break, that is, regarding index 4 as a word break (BB)
and all other numbers as non-break (NB).
The part-of-speech (POS) label files contain words and
corresponding POS tags. The tagset includes 36 unique POS
tags, which are basically the same as Penn Treebank
convention. For punctuation comma, we assign a new POS
tag “COMMA”. Similarly, period, question mark,
exclamation mark and colon (“.?!:”) are assigned the new
POS tag “SENT”. The corresponding juncture label is “DM”,
which stands for dummy. The purpose of the DM juncture
label is to differentiate punctuation from regular POS tags,
and give the n-gram model more information.
Excluding the files with mislabeled POS or break index,
in total we generate a database from the corpus with 8972
words, in which there are 2038 intonational phrase breaks.

The data set is split into training and testing sets with
approximately a 9:1 ratio.
An n-gram model is trained to predict P ( j i ) , the unigram probabilities of Break or Non-Break at each word
juncture, as well as P ( j i | j i − k ... j i −1 ) , the conditional
probabilities of each juncture type given the juncture types for
a fixed number of previous word junctures. Training data for
the n-gram model are derived from the ToBI break label files.
ToBI break labels are mapped to Break or Non-Break by a
threshold as described above. The n-gram model is created
with the CMU Statistical Language Modeling Toolkit [4].
P ( j i | j i − k ... j i −1 ) forms the transition probabilities of the
network shown in Eq. 10. A binary decision tree is trained to
predict P ( j i | C i ) , the conditional probabilities of each
juncture type, given the part-of-speech tags for a fixed
number of consecutive words (i.e., a "POS window").
Training data for the decision tree are derived from the join of
the ToBI break label files and the POS label files, augmented
with labels for punctuation as described above. The decision
tree is generated by "Wagon", an implementation of the
CART algorithm, from the Edinburgh Speech Tool Library
[9]. The values of P ( j i | C i ) divided by P ( j i ) are the
observation probabilities of the Markov model shown in Eq.
10. The best sequence of word junctures is found by a Viterbi
search of this network.
Although a perceptual evaluation would be ideal for a
phrase break prediction system, we use objective
measurements as performance criteria in order to compare
with previous approaches. Similar to Koehn et al.[5], we
compute precision, recall, and F values. These accuracy
measures are defined as follows:
Precision = Number of Predicted Correct / Number of
Predicted
Recall = Number of Predicted Correct / Number of True
Correct

F=

1
1
1
α + (1− α )
R
P

(11)

where P is precision, R is recall, and α = 0.5 is commonly
used.

4. Results
In this section, we present results from a series experiments
on intonational phrase break prediction. In the first
experiment, only CART was used, which utilizes part-ofspeech information to predict the current juncture type. We
examined POS window length from 1 to 10. For a given POS
window length, we tried two configurations: (1) One POS tag
after the juncture, with others before the juncture; (2) Two
POS tags after the juncture, with others before the juncture. In
general, configuration (1) gave better results than
configuration (2). The best results were obtained with POS
window length of three or four.
In Table 1, we list intonational phrase break prediction
results obtained from CART decision trees alone. The POS
window length was four, with three POS before the juncture,
and one after the juncture. We regard this as our baseline
system for the purpose of comparison.
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Table 1: Baseline intonational phrase break prediction
performance obtained from CART alone using a full
POS tagset (36 POS tags plus 2 tags for punctuation).
Juncture

Break
Non-break

Accuracy Measure
Precision (%) Recall (%)
79.12
68.246
90.48
94.370

F (%)
73.28
92.38

In the second experiment, we used the same configuration as
that in our baseline system, except for a smaller POS tagset.
Taylor and Black [8] shows that the tagset size can affect the
prediction performance, and achieved best results with a
tagset of 23 POS tags excluding punctuation. We assume the
same trend holds with our approach. Thus, we reduced the
POS tagset in the same manner, and repeated the experiment
using CART. This yielded slightly better results in terms of F
measurement, which are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Intonational phrase break prediction
performance obtained from CART alone using a
smaller tagset (23 POS tags plus 2 tags for
punctuation).

Juncture

Break
Non-break

Accuracy Measure
Precision (%) Recall (%)
77.00
72.986
91.69
93.185

F (%)
74.94
92.43

Finally, we combined the results from CART decision tree
with an n-gram word juncture sequence model as described in
Section 2. We investigated n-gram models with length (n)
ranging from 2 to 6. None of the n-gram models were
smoothed. We obtained best results with a trigram model
(n=3). The results are shown in Table 3. Compared with the
CART-only results in Table 2, this approach represents a
significant improvement.
Table 3: Intonational phrase break prediction
performance obtained from CART plus trigram
juncture sequence model, using small tagset.
Juncture

Break
Non-break

Accuracy Measure
Precision (%)
79.50
92.42

Recall (%)
75.36
93.93

F (%)
77.37
93.17

5. Discussion
From the experimental results above, we can see that using an
n-gram to model word juncture sequences can improve
phrase-break prediction performance significantly. This
shows that the information contained in the word juncture
sequence is indeed a useful feature. In addition to the n-gram
model, we also find that an appropriate size of the POS tagset
and POS window configuration are very important in phrase
break prediction.
It is not easy to directly compare the current results with
other approaches as different database size and performance

measurement have been used in previous studies.
Nevertheless, a comparable study was conducted by Koehn et
al. [5], which follows Wang and Hirschberg [10] in using the
CART-only approach to predict intonational phrase break.
Besides POS, they also used other features, such as pitch
accent and detailed syntactic structure. Koehn et al. [5]
presented results for different training sets, and showed a
significant improvement with increasing training set size.
Their training set which is closest in size to ours (8000 words)
contained 10,000 words. For this training set their phrasebreak prediction result is F=65.5% (precision 86.6%, recall
52.7%), which is lower than our value of F=77.4% as shown
in Table 3. Interestingly it is also lower, in terms of F
measurement, than our results using CART alone, as shown in
Tables 1 and 2. This discrepancy could possibly be due to
their smaller POS tagset. (Their exact POS tagset was not
listed in the paper, however, we assume it has the same tagset
as that in Wang and Hirschberg [10], which uses 7 POS
categories as shown in their paper.) Their POS window
includes four POS tags: two before the juncture and two after.
The current system also adopted a four POS tag window, but
with three POS tags before the juncture, and one after. This
demonstrates the importance of POS tagset size and POS
window configuration.
Our approach is similar to Taylor and Black [8] in several
aspects. Both systems use a Markov model approach in
general, and use POS as input feature and an n-gram model
on word juncture sequence. However, Taylor and Black [8]
derives P ( j i | C i ) using maximum likelihood estimation,
which is less robust to sparse data problems than are decision
trees. Furthermore, using decision trees to estimate the
probability distribution is more flexible than frequency
counting, as decision trees offer a uniform way to incorporate
a wide variety of diverse features.
Note that current system employs a very simple feature
set. However, we do believe that a larger and carefully
constructed feature vector is crucial to gain higher
performance. To select a certain feature we should consider
its computational cost and whether it is readily available at
this point in a text-to-speech system. Detailed syntactic
features have shown to be useful with CART-only approach,
where the F measurement could be improved by 1.8% [5].
The trade-off is the complexity and computational load
required to include a full syntactic parser. Therefore, future
work is needed to study what is the best feature set in phrase
break prediction systems.
The implementation of the current algorithm is
straightforward. It has already been built into a data-driven
prosody generation system. The current system is also very
flexible in that: (1) It can be extended to include other
features in addition to POS, since the decision tree algorithm
readily combines diverse features; (2) It can be extended to
predict multi-levels of juncture types. In this work we predict
only two levels: break vs. non-break. However ToBI labeled
data is classified into five levels of word juncture. To include
more levels, such as minor break, we can add another symbol
in the vocabulary and rebuild the decision tree and n-gram
model.

6. Conclusions
We have presented a new algorithm for intonational phrase
break prediction. This stochastic approach combines a
decision tree and an n-gram model. It builds a binary decision
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tree upon part-of-speech tags, and an n-gram model on the
word juncture sequence. It is trained on a database containing
about 8,000 words, and produces predicted breaks with
F=77% and non-breaks with F=93%. Compared with previous
approaches to phrase break prediction, our system is efficient,
yet obtains comparable or better performance.
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